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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Renal Cell Carcinoma abbreviated as (RCC) occurs inside the kidney tubular coating in the region inside the renal cortex. RCC is one of the riskiest and most aggressive forms of the tumour as its detection, treatment; rate of recurrence is cumbersome and sophisticated. Many detection techniques are available for kidney cell cancer Diagnosis and Staging Carcinoma.

Aims: In this review paper, all such available techniques like Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), Computerized tomography (CT) and others are discussed and the methods followed in each one of them.

Methodology: The findings of these are analysed for the prognosis, staging and further treatment of RCC.

Results and Conclusion: The new novel methods enclosing the usage of biomarkers present as tumour markers along with body samples are also enclosed which would be more rapid, specific and constitute novel point-of-care biosensors and are also cost-effective.
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Key Messages: The detection of Renal Cell Carcinoma plays a very important role as there are hurdles for the proper diagnosis and to give on-time treatment or care without allowing the case to be fatal. This review paper discusses all the available techniques for the RCC detection, its pros, cons, expense and also about the recent techniques used for the early diagnosis

INTRODUCTION

Kidneys are vital organs that perform the function of excretion of waste matter which is otherwise toxic to the normal functioning of cells in the body. The filtering of blood by these organs helps our body to excrete the toxic matter out of the system. Kidneys are very vulnerable and about 850 million adults are affected and impacted by kidney diseases in many regions all over the world, as per the renal experts.¹

It usually takes the form of CKD (Chronic Kidney Disease) and its presence amongst the world’s population at large is 14 per cent.

Another dangerous kidney ailment that causes millions of deaths is Kidney Cell Carcinoma. It is a kind of tumour that arises in the renal tissues in kidney tubules and renal cortex. About four to five per cent of newly discovered tumours are malignant kidney tumours in adults.²

Renal Carcinoma:

Renal cell carcinoma (RCC) is considered one of the world’s ten most frequent forms of cancer cases. The heterogeneity related to RCC has been increasing and is very high. Most of it arises either from the kidney tissue epithelium cells or renal cortex cells. For every 1000 people, the number of people who are diagnosed with RCC is about 25 which are quite high. Most of these people have RCC which belongs to the subtypes like clear cell Renal Cell Carcinoma (ccRCC), chromophobe RCC (cRCC) and papillary RCC (pRCC) which is greater than 5%. Other subtypes of RCC occur in very rare circumstances and are included under the category of unclassified RCC (uRCC). The ccRCC presently is responsible for an 80-85% mortality rate and is highly dominant in the American race. In the case of benign clear cell tumours, methods like radical and partial nephrectomy (the process of removal of the kidney); ablation (treatment involving intensive heat or cold shocks) and active surveillance (continuous radiography studies) could be made use of.
for the prognosis, diagnosis and its treatment. The type of tumour named Wilms’ tumour occurs in Children.\(^4\)

**Epidemiology:**
All over the globe, the maximum occurrence of renal carcinoma is usually found to occur at the mean age of 60±15 years.\(^3\) It is usually found that the incidence of kidney carcinoma in males is double the rate of that of females and on average, it is at the rate of 2/100,000 and 1/100,000 respectively. The highest aspect ratio of its incidence can be witnessed in the regions of the USA, the Czech Republic and Canada amongst all the developed countries. Asian residents who stay in the USA have a very low incidental rate of renal carcinoma.\(^6\) The region of Croatia (24.2) has the lowest rate of renal pelvis tumours in comparison to other European regions like Serbia (65.6). The age-standardized rate per 100,000 in Croatia is 24.2, while in Serbia it is around 65.6. The effect due to Balkan nephropathy on renal pelvis tumour is theoretically highly negligible (Fig 1). Among the USA population, the incidental rate of renal carcinoma differs amongst the race, origin and ethnicity of people all around the world. It is a vital aspect to note that rates are lowest among Pacific Islanders and incident rates in the white Hispanic race are higher in comparison to the Latin American race.\(^7\)

\[\text{Figure 1: a) Epidemiology of RCC based on gender b) Epidemiology of RCC based on race c) Epidemiology of RCC based on nationality.}\]

**Risk Factors and Causes:**
The common notable risk factors that pose a serious threat to the incidence of kidney carcinoma are:

- **Smoking:** Tobacco increases the rate of occurrence of renal carcinoma two times. About 30% and 25% of kidney tumours in both men, as well as women, are due to smoking respectively.
- **Gender:** The occurrence rate is two to three times higher in males as compared to females.
- **Race:** American and African race has a high incidental rate of kidney carcinoma which is 10% more than the other races in the world.
- **Age:** The high occurrence of kidney cancer is found between the age group of 50 to 70 years.
- **Nutrition and Weight:** Obese and malnutrition increase the occurrence of renal carcinoma.
- **High blood pressure:** Hypertensive patients with Blood pressure (BP) above 140/90 are more prone to RCC.
- **Overuse of Medication:** Phenacetin containing medications that are banned in parts of the US and are believed to be one of the causes. Diuretics, analgesic painkillers, ibuprofen are also believed to be associated with renal cancer according to studies by Dutcher et al.\(^9\)
- **Long-term dialysis:** A person who has been on the medical procedure of dialysis for quite a long period more than 5 years are prone to develop cancerous tumour or cysts which may spread.
- **Family history related to kidney cancer.**\(^10\)

**Genetic Alterations in Renal Carcinoma:**
The deletion of the shorter arm of chromosome 3(loss of 3p) constitutes the most frequent genetic alteration linked to the origin of ccRCC. This can be witnessed in about 95% of the ccRCC cases. The most usual genes associated with ccRCC’s pathogenesis are - VHL, PBRM-1, SETD2, BAP-1. Other genetic mutations include a slight loss of 14q, 8p deletion, etc. Amongst all the genes Von-Hippel-Lindau gene (VHL) is a suppressor of a tumour kind of gene. Its mechanism and its pathway of action do play a major aspect in the occurrence of ccRCC (Fig 2). According to the studies done by Nabi et al. The gene called VHL is responsible for coding a protein named pVHL. The formed complex has a major part in the process of breakdown and degradation of proteosome and several intracellular proteins. These intracellular proteins usually bind to the DNA transcripts and create an mRNA to initiate vascular endothelial growth factor abbreviated as (VEGF), which induces the synthesis of high vascular tumors.\(^11\)

**DIAGNOSIS**
The 6th and 9th most commonly incidental type of cancer in both men and women is depicted by renal carcinoma amongst all cancers known to date in the world.\(^12\) It is highly cumbersome to detect renal carcinoma. This is because of the deep position of the reins in the human body.\(^13\) In the last 15 years, incidental identification of renal tumours has
increased by 12% and has become more frequent throughout various diagnostic studies. Even though ancillary kidney cell carcinomas do possess lower malignancy capacity and low metastasis frequency some cases of small renal carcinomas with related metastasis have been reported. Incidence differences in the early first era could be clarified by a simple diagnosis and because of the diffusion and regular use of Diagnostic tools such as Ultrasound Scanning, and not due to a real increase in RCC incidence. It is indeed important to notice that, interestingly, that RCC is identified in 1.5% of autopsies.

Blood Tests:
Laboratory tests cannot show for certain whether an individual is suffering from renal carcinoma, but sometimes they can provide the first indication that some kind of kidney problem can occur. They may also help to show if an individual is stable to undergo surgery. Scientists have found that a Blood marker could aid to analyse and study a person’s degree of risk of acquiring renal cancer. It is found that measuring the levels of a protein molecule called KIM-1 in the blood, could suggest whether an individual would be more prone to suffer from RCC for the next decade. It cannot be confirmed by any blood tests that the RCC is for the definite presence in an individual. But instead, a test called complete blood count (CBC) along with a blood chemistry check will display signs related to kidney cancer by blood studies.

Complete Blood Count (CBC):
The test measures the overall total number and percentage of possible blood cells. The RCC patients usually exhibit symptoms related to anaemia, while in some cases there are chances of more number of various blood cells displayed due to the condition called polycythaemia. This condition occurs because the renal carcinoma cells release a higher amount of hormone known as erythropoietin. The normal threshold level of erythropoietin in the human body can vary from 3.7 to 36 international units per litre (IU/L). But, in the case of RCC, the levels of erythropoietin rise above 45 international units per litre (IU/L). The respective cost of CBC for cancer detection can range widely from $ 50 to $670 based on factors like the type of cancer, parameters and complexity.

Blood chemistry tests:
Such tests are performed in patients who may have renal carcinoma, as cancer may influence the levels on an average of certain chemicals such as liver enzymes present in the blood, which indicates that cancer might reach or has already reached liver and high optimum levels of calcium ions in the blood indicates that cancer could probably have reached bones. The average cost of this test varies from $30 to $250.

IMAGINING TECHNIQUES

CT Scanning
The computed tomography (CT) has a very prominent role in the initial diagnosis and prognosis of renal carcinoma. The procedure of specialized renal CT test comprises a narrow-section of about 2.5-5 mm helical visualization angle of the kidneys before the intravenous assay agent administration, followed by visualization for about 60-70 seconds and three to five minutes once the scanning factor assay reagent is studied carefully. Previously, enhancement for detection was deemed to be present if the lesion attenuation from baseline was enhanced greater than the level of 10 HU. RCCs can appear as is attenuating, hypotenuating or hyperattenuating. According to the Bosnian categorization of kidney masses there are four classes: Class I encompasses basic cysts and fibroid masses; Class II includes minimally complex yet predominantly benign, harmless masses with narrow septa, hyper attenuation, and slight septal calcification; Class III comprises of mildly complex masses, dense septa, or uneven or dense benign cysts that often require operational exploration; and Class IV includes noticeably complex and usually malignant masses along with dense and uneven regions of enhancement and distinct solids. Nearly all renal tumours with detectable fat areas are angiomyolipomas (AMLs); however, some AMLs will not include excess fat and many times are confused for RCCs. Increased attenuation on no enhanced CT testing scans and the aspect ratio related change was beneficial but less important. A false-negative interpretation may arise if the transient response is not properly assessed pre and post administration of diagnostic content, to check whether the tumour volumes are

Figure 2: Depicting the pathway of the tumour suppressant VHL gene in tumour suppression
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not thoroughly investigated for septa and nodularity, or if in case the tumour amplification is omitted (due to drawbacks leading to constrained levels of improvement at the period of scanning), or when the lesions are too low for appropriate characterization at a period of diagnosis.\textsuperscript{31,32} RCC (particularly the papillary form) is enhanced once the imaging is done quickly post the contrast bolus (throughout the arterial stage) exits.\textsuperscript{33-36} The CT scanning for the complete urinary tract analysis and kidney to detect RCC is approximately $2800 (Fig 3).\textsuperscript{37}

**Figure 3:** Renal Carcinoma detected by enhanced type of CT scan for the right kidney.\textsuperscript{38,39}

**Magnetic Resonance Imaging:**
MRI reports are identical to CT results, including masses varying from primary cysts with septa and nodularity to enhanced solids.\textsuperscript{40} The MRI utilizes radio signals, massive magnets and a device to create accurate body images. The MRI will indicate whether the tumour or cancer has spread to the spine and brain. To undertake and perform the procedure, the person is asked to sleep slowly and lie down on a table during the test as it passes into a tube for the scanning process.\textsuperscript{41} If a patient cannot tolerate small confined spaces and is claustrophobic,\textsuperscript{42} then a sedative may be offered before this examination. It takes about 2 to approximately 15 minutes for the scanner to produce an image. There could be a necessity for more than a single set of pictures. On T2-weighted images,\textsuperscript{43} RCCs are usually highly intense. MRI can be particularly useful in examining the upper or lower side views of kidneys, in either coronal or sagittal visualization, and in assessing venous invasion. The degree of precision of MRI treatment is close to that of CT.\textsuperscript{44} This is because, with CT, RCC’s false-positive results may occur with many other solid-enhancing lesions (metastatic cancer, lymphoma, oncocytoma, non-fat-containing AML, etc.) that are practically indistinguishable from true masses of renal cell carcinoma when preferably they are discrete and the related background is missing (Fig 4).\textsuperscript{45} The cost for MRI scanning is skyrocketing every day and in present days it costs between $2600 to $10,000.\textsuperscript{46}

**Figure 4:** Renal Carcinoma Masses detected by MRI scan: (a) Left kidney (b) Right kidney \textsuperscript{47}

**Ultrasonography (Ultrasound):**
Renal cell cancer on sonogram may be either hyperechoic or isoechoic relative to the rest of the tissue parts within the renal parenchyma. Smaller tumours with much less necrosis appear to always be hyperechoic and could be overanalyzed and mistaken for AMLs.\textsuperscript{49} Isoechoic lesions are identified only by renal contour distortion, focal enhancement of a part of the tissues in the kidney, or central sinus fat distortion. Studies indicate a requirement for comparison-enhanced Doppler US (CEUS) in mass workup showing poor arterial process CT enhancement.\textsuperscript{49} A detection rate of 85 per cent was found in lesions greater than a size of 3 cm in a recorded sequence.\textsuperscript{50} For lesions greater than the size of 2 cm, the rate of detection was less than 60 per cent was seen. Fallacious-positive results are uncommon because the ultrasound is never the primary modality of imaging used before the operation. A significant Bertin column and fetal lobulation can resemble a solid kidney mass and could be solved with just a devoted CT or MRI test.\textsuperscript{51}

False-negative results occur if caution is not taken to completely analyse all the aspects and factors of tissue of the kidney since the ultrasound is extremely operator-dependent.\textsuperscript{52} It is significant to note that tumours that are generally found by chance are at the preliminary and early point of malignancy (Fig. 5).\textsuperscript{53} Furthermore, the associative relationship between clinicopathological observations and the complete clinical profile of inevitable RCC has not tried to be elucidated until now.\textsuperscript{54} The average estimated cost of ultrasound scanning for RCC is comparatively less than CT & MRI scanning and would range between $398 and $568.\textsuperscript{43}
ment of predominant and metastatic kidney cancer (RCC) into question the diagnostic usage of the scan. Although some research indicates a high accuracy for PET, enthusiastic adoption of FDG by kidney tumours in 1991. First investigated the pulmonary imaging plastic tissues. PET has effectively been proved effective in use of the improved glycolysis intensity correlated with neo-imaging process. FDG-PET technology makes prominent

**Positron Emission Tomography (PET):**
For several cancers, fluorodeoxyglucose -F 18 (FDG) positron emission tomography (PET) has become an accepted imaging process. FDG-PET technology makes prominent use of the improved glycolysis intensity correlated with neoplastic tissues. PET has effectively been proved effective in pulmonary imaging head and neck colorectal breasts, and also for other cancers. Wahl et al first investigated the enthusiastic adoption of FDG by kidney tumours in 1991. Although some research indicates a high accuracy for PET, others consider high false negative (FN) levels that bring into question the diagnostic usage of the scan. As a result, the vital function of FDG-PET in the evaluation and treatment of predominant and metastatic kidney cancer (RCC) has still not been thoroughly established. Safaei - et al tested 36 individuals with enhanced RCC and reported that PET was 100% accurate if used in particular for the clinical-stage classification. Significantly, PET results were studied found to be 100 per cent responsive to primary lesions, metastasis-related to the retroperitoneal lymph node/kidney zone recurrences, liver and bony tumour metastasis. The PET-positive and reliable statistical values of 98.4 per cent and 100.0 per cent for soft tissue for bony tumours suggest the use of PET as a supportive major issue-solving method when traditional scans become sceptical of metastatic Renal carcinoma but contradictory. Although it was not possible to replicate the 100% sensitivity observed by Wu et al, the 100% sensitivity that was observed agrees with their findings, wherein zero among 12 benign types of bone tumours showed positive results for PET (Fig 6). The estimated cost of PET scan along with CT imaging is more than $5000.

**Nuclear Imaging:**
Scintigraphy in nuclear medicine doesn’t get used as the main modality in evaluating the alleged RCC. It can also help in distinguishing the assessment of a false mass of tumours. Nuclear medicine experiments in any individual with a potential renal mass aid to distinguish the malignant mass from such a pseudo mass (e.g., Dromedical hump, Bertin board, fetal lobulation). Scintigraphy using technetium dimethyl succinic acids indicates good absorption in the pseudo mass area, whereas a true mass creates a focused photopenic error. The precision of the procedure is small because if they are big enough, both forms of masses can induce photopenic defects. Late-stage illness diagnosis, which tends to occur more frequently as an un-incidentally diagnosed disorder, is not necessarily meant for recovery, and these patients may generally have reduced life periods. The modelling of the risks ratio also shows that. These results confirm the accurate results of many other researchers who suggest that accidentally detected cancers may be linked to higher survival during diagnosis, mostly because a larger proportion of such natured tumours are studied and diagnosed at an earlier level than cancers that are not incidentally detected. The cost estimated for nuclear imaging for RCC ranges from $135 to $1138.

**Intravenous Pyelogram - (IVP):**
Intravenous pyelogram (IVP) is a sequence of kidney X-rays, ureters, including bladder with a fluorescent dye being pumped into another vena. The photographs are often used for identifying cancers, defects, kidney stones, or other obstructions, and for testing the distribution factor of renal blood. These are also used as a diagnostic tool for certain disorders or to test the spread of bladder related cancer to other urinary tract regions. An intravenous pyelogram (IVP) is a liver, ureter, and urinary bladder x-ray test using iodinated comparison content inserted gently into the veins. An x-ray (radiograph) is a type of necessary medical examination that is non-invasive and helps doctors accurately diagnose a patient’s medical conditions. The usually utilized equipment for this test comprises a radiographic bench, one or two x-ray tubes, and a TV-like display situated in the examining room. Fluoroscopy, which transforms x-rays to video images, is used widely to track and direct computational development. The video is created by an x-ray system and a detector hanging over a table on which the patient is asked to sit. The average estimated price range for the test is between $50 and $100 based on area, cost and availability variables.
Angiography:
Non-invasive cross-sectional visualization (CT, MRI, US) has substituted angiography with known or presumed RCC in the patient workup. Angiography is often used sometimes where the location spot of a tumour is not known (e.g., renal vs. adrenal). In such patients, it might be necessary to inject exclusively the renal as well as adrenal arteries, and external vessels. Renal angiography (also known as arteriography)-a collection of X-rays of the internal renal blood arteries using a contrast dye injected directly into a catheter that is inserted into the blood vessels of the renal to find any symptoms of blockage or anomalies influencing blood flow to the kidneys.80

In India, the rate of renal angioplasty begins at around $3000. India’s renal angioplasty rates are among the lowest and economic in the country.81

BIOPSY
Once a positive diagnostic study of renal mass is made, effective treatment can be implemented without further examination. For example, if a mass displays characteristic aspects of carcinoma, clinical resection, if necessary, may be performed before pre-operative biopsy since the pre-operative risk of disease will be strong enough; a negative biopsy result will not necessarily change management.82 Similarly, for certain benign masses, reported imaging guidelines to apply, such as clear cysts,83 hyperdense cysts,84 and fat-consisting angiomyolipomas,85 which can be treated with a strong degree of trust. Accordingly, the renal tumour mass biopsy was traditionally intended for a small range of indications.87 The biopsy was as well as found to change clinical treatment in 60.5 per cent of patients receiving a biopsy.88 When performing a renal mass biopsy, several technical factors that may highly affect the rates of diagnosis and complications have to be taken into account. The method has its pros and cons.89-92 Usually small (20-gage or thinner) needle samples are histologically studied on the cytological and wide (19-gage or larger) needle samples. It’s difficult to equate the testing efficacy of small and large needle samples.93 Caoili et al.94 treated 92 per cent of lesions and Neuzillet et al.95 utilizing 18-gage needles alone. The precise size of the solid renal tumour mass is the key criterion for deciding the functioning capacity of biopsy in this evolving sign. Surgical evidence has repeatedly shown that as the scale of a very strong renal mass declines, the probability that it will reflect a benevolent object increases.96-102 Such masses have traditionally undergone needless surgical resection since they really cannot be separated from imaging alone from malignant lesions (Fig 7).103-107 Kidney biopsy expenses vary from $1,724 to $3,158, respectively. While the national average amounts up to $4915.108

Figure 7: Image depicting percutaneous biopsy through CT scanning.109

Kidney Staging:
Staging cancer always is the method of assessing the degree and duration of the early primary tumour’s distribution. Staging cancer promotes the exchanging of knowledge between physicians and experts inside and through organizations offering a framework for evaluating cases through areas, ages, and modalities of care (Table 1). The American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) staging of tumour-node-metastasis (TNM) is the most commonly established and universally accepted form of cancer staging.100 AJCC key staging of tumours for RCC in various contrast of staging with the suggested changes by Shao et al.111

Table 1: Summary of AJCC key staging of tumours for RCC111

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tumour Stage</th>
<th>Assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>Testing of primary tumour cannot be done</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T0</td>
<td>Primary tumour’s evidence is not found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1 (Stage 1)</td>
<td>Tumour size is ≤7cm and within the kidney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2 (Stage 2)</td>
<td>Tumour size is &gt;7cm and within the kidney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3 (Stage 3)</td>
<td>Tumour spread into major veins and sometimes, adrenal gland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4 (Stage 4)</td>
<td>Tumour invades outside Gerota’s fascia and metastasis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the above-mentioned techniques of detection are very expensive and are not affordable by all people worldwide due to economic constraints. These methods are also time taking, not so specific and painful. Hence, novel approaches are being developed at a faster pace for the rapid, painless, more specific and low-cost diagnosis, which serves as a platform for the early detection and diagnosis of RCC.

RECENT, NOVEL DETECTION TECHNIQUE
Detection through Biomarkers cancer-related biomarker means and refers specifically to a molecule that is released by
the tumour cells and the predominant presence of this protein in any body’s biological fluids suggests a probable occurrence of cancer. The best-known cancer biomarkers that have been abruptly used recently to detect early disease of Renal Carcinoma are Aquaporin, Perilipin and ADFP (Adipose differentiation-related protein) in the urine sample. The researchers compared the elevated levels of these tumour biomarkers in the patients to the healthy controls, where there was very little concentration of the proteins. The results suggest that the patients with RCC contained a higher concentration of Aquaporin-1 (Spearman coefficient P =0.78) than the healthy controls (Spearman coefficient P<0.001). Similarly, the Perilipin-2 levels in the patients with RCC (Spearman coefficient P =0.30) were in higher concentrations than the healthy controls (Spearman coefficient P<0.001). The final results also suggest that the Pre-nephrectomy AQP1 and PLIN2 concentrations were positively correlated with tumour size. These proteins are retrieved from body samples like urine and are tested by designing specific biosensors. Though there are many biomarkers for the diagnosis of renal diseases, only Aquaporin-1 and Perilipin-2 are specific to renal cell carcinoma. The analysis can be performed by using various substrates like paper, biomembranes, by using nanotechnology, etc. This constitutes the production of a more reliable and specific detection platform that serves as a rapid, cost-effective and point-of-care novel diagnostic tool. In the future, we would like to fabricate and develop a simple platform-based system, which would allow for the fast detection and diagnosis of Renal Cell Carcinoma (RCC) at the very preliminary stages of carcinoma. This would not only reduce the risk of the advancement of the RCC to critical stages but also acts as a successful preventive measure to cure it at much earlier stages. It also almost completely avoids the high fees for the promising treatment of RCC which would include surgical methods of removal of the tumour, kidney transplant or chemotherapy.

CONCLUSION

Renal Cell Carcinoma has risen in its position of incidence in the last decade and its detection is not simple due to many reasons for the cost, complexity and dense packing fashion of nephrons in kidneys. Hence, the most widely and commonly used techniques used for the study and diagnosis and detection of RCC include studying blood chemistry, urine sample studies and other imaging techniques which include MRI, CT, Ultrasound, etc. These methods though are the most well-known and common ones that are presently used; there is a need to find methods for a more specific and reliable diagnosis.

Hence, recent developments and advances in the discovery of tumour-related biomarkers and designing techniques of biosensors to detect the cancer biomarkers specific to RCC are found which will serve as a point-of-care and novel platform. We are also aiming to create and design a system for early and rapid detection of RCC which would also be a cost-effective platform.
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